Within-intron correlation with base composition of adjacent exons in different genomes.
Within-intron difference of correlation with base composition of the adjacent exons was studied in the genomes of 34 species. For this purpose, GC-percent was determined for segments of 50 bp in length taken at both intron margins and in the internal part of the intron. It was found that in certain genomes the coefficient of correlation with GC-percent of the adjacent exon was significantly higher for the intron margin than for the internal part of the intron (homeotherms, cereals). Only part of this difference can be explained by unequal probability of insertion of transposable elements. Those multicellular organisms which have a low or no within-intron difference in correlation with the adjacent exons (anamniotes, invertebrates, dicots) show a higher local compositional heterogeneity (a greater exon/intron contrast in the GC-content). These results are evidence against the mutational bias being a possible explanation for the compositional genome heterogeneity. Thus, in the genomes with a high global heterogeneity there seems to be a selective force for compliance of intron base composition with the adjacent exons. This force is stronger in those parts of the intron that are closer to exons. In addition, the previously found positive general correlation between the genome size and average intron length was confirmed with a much larger dataset. However, within separate phylogenetic groups this rule can be broken, as it occurs in the cereals (family Poaceae), where a negative correlation was found.